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[1] Wavelength-dependent fractionation of various isotopomers in the photodissociation

of N2O is studied. The absorption cross sections are calculated by a time-independent
reflection principle, related to the Prakash et al. (2005) treatment but now with an
inclusion of the NN stretching coordinate and both the 2A0 and 1A00 electronic excited
states. The added 1A00 state is found to have little effect on both the absorption cross
section and the fractionation. The improvements include more physical details in the
photodissociation of N2O, while maintaining an advantage of a treatment in the work
by Prakash et al. (2005) that was not computationally intensive. The present calculated
fractionation, without a significant adjustable parameter, gives good agreement with
experiments in the absorption cross section in the low-energy region, the important
region for the experimentally observed isotopic fractionation.
Citation: Chen, W.-C., M. K. Prakash, and R. A. Marcus (2008), Isotopomer fractionation in the UV photolysis of N2O: 2. Further
comparison of theory and experiment, J. Geophys. Res., 113, D05309, doi:10.1029/2007JD009180.

1. Introduction
[2] The photolytic dissociation of molecules is important
in stratospheric and atmospheric chemistry [e.g., Wayne,
2000]. N2O, in particular, is an effective greenhouse gas
and a source of NOx. Isotopomer fractionation measurements help in determining the sources and sinks of atmospheric gases [Stevens et al., 1972; Brenninkmeijer et al.,
2003]. The atmospheric modeling of the N2O isotopomers
[Popp et al., 2002; Röckmann et al., 2003; McLinden et al.,
2003; Morgan et al., 2004] and the isotopic fractionation
photodissociation behavior of N2O [Kim and Craig, 1990;
Naqvi et al., 1998; Brenninkmeijer et al., 2003; Johnston et
al., 1995] has been the subject of many studies, including
wavelength-dependent measurements [Zhang et al., 2000;
Turatti et al., 2000; Röckmann et al., 2000, 2001; Kaiser et
al., 2003; von Hessberg et al., 2004]. These studies
motivated both empirical [Blake et al., 2003; Liang et al.,
2004] and the more theoretical [Johnson et al., 2001;
Nanbu and Johnson, 2004; Prakash et al., 2005] models
to explain the wavelength-dependent fractionation.
[3] Frequently, the process is treated as a two-electronicstate process in which the lower electronic state is excited
to the upper state by absorption of radiation [e.g., Schinke,
1993]. However, for polyatomic molecules, N2O being an
example, there are usually a number of excited electronic
states which are accessible even though the excitation to
only one of them may be dominant in the wavelength
region of interest. It has been convenient in such work to
1
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‘‘broaden’’ the calculated absorption spectrum as a way of
simulating the optical absorption into the other nearby
electronic states, as in the treatment of the photolysis
N2O in the work of Daud et al. [2005] Analogously, in
the work by Prakash et al. [2005] (hereinafter referred to as
part 1) such a broadening was included tacitly by using a
scaling factor for the potential energy curve of the excited
electronic state [Prakash et al., 2005]. (The scale used for
the excited state in the work by Prakash et al. [2005] was
1.57. The broadening there happened inadvertently and was
not reported therein.)
[4] In the present paper, we extend the work of part 1 on
N2O by including an effect of the changes in the NN bond
length in N2O, investigating the absorption to an additional
electronic state, and using an absorption expression [Heller,
1978] that preserves both the momentum and coordinate
parts of Franck-Condon principle. The calculated cross
section without any broadening factor gives good agreement with experiment in the energy region of interest for
the fractionation measurements (apart from a small shift of
the absorption maximum). The fractionation of the various
isotopomers is then obtained from these calculated absorption cross sections. We use the results of the vibrational
analysis in part 1 to calculate the vibrational wave function
in the ground state and then invoke the multidimensional
reflection principle to calculate the absorption spectrum
and the isotopic fractionation factors as a function of
wavelength.

2. Theory
2.1. Absorption Cross Section
[5] The theoretical procedure used to obtain absorption
cross sections for the N2O isotopomers is similar to that
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described previously by Prakash et al. [2005], but with
some additions described below. UV photolysis of N2O is
essentially a direct dissociation, since the shape of the
absorption spectrum is a broad envelope with a only weak
structure superimposed. Thereby, the time-dependent expression for the absorption cross section can be rewritten in
a time-independent form using the reflection principle in
conjunction with the Franck-Condon principle [Heller,
1978; Schinke, 1993]. The absorption cross section s is
given as
sf n ðwÞ ¼

Z 1
pw 1
y
dthYn j~
e ~
mfi eiHf t=h~
mfi ~
ejYn ieiðwEi =hÞt
h0 c 2p 1
Z


pw
dQjYn ðQÞj2 j~
mfi ðRÞj2 d hw  Vf ðRÞ þ Vi ðRÞ
30 c
Z
pw
mfi ðQÞj2 =DS;
ð1aÞ
dq1 . . . dqN 1 jYn ðQÞj2 j~
30 c

where a change in slope DS is given by
 


DS ¼ @ Vi ðQÞ  Vf ðQÞ =@qN qw :

ð1bÞ

N

Here, R and Q denote internal and normal coordinates,
respectively, as before [Prakash et al., 2005], R = (q1, q2
qN), ~
e is a unit vector, ~
mfi(R) is the transition dipole moment
function for a transition between the ground and the excited
electronic states i and f, respectively, Vf (Q) and Vi(Q)
denote the potential energy surfaces of the electronic excited
and ground states, respectively, and qN is the repulsive
coordinate in the excited state f, along which dissociation
happens, while qwN in equation (1b) is the value of qN where
hw equals the vertical potential energy difference of the two
electronic states:

hw  Vf q1 ;




; qN1 ; qwN þ Vi q1 ;


; qN1 ; qwN ¼ 0;

ð2Þ

[6] jYn(Q)j2 in equation (1a) is the probability density
function of Q in the initial nuclear vibrational state n and
ground electronic state i. Using the harmonic approximation
for the potential energy Vi as a function of the normal
coordinates, the probability density function of the vibrational state n in the ground electronic state can be written as
a product of that of each of the normal vibration modes.
[7] In the present calculation of the absorption cross
section in equation (1b), the actual potential of the electronic ground state Vi(Q) at coordinate Q is used [Heller,
1978], instead of the average potential energy hVii [Lee et
al., 1983; Prakash et al., 2005]. This change corresponds to
conserving the momenta in the Franck-Condon principle
and enhances the calculated intensity of the absorption cross
section on the long-wavelength side of absorption maximum. The result obtained with equation (1a) is shown and
discussed later in section 3.1, now without any significant
adjustable parameter. (The slope of the excited electronic
potential in the work by Prakash et al. [2005] was enlarged
by the broadening scale, which also increased the width of
the absorption cross section.)
[8] The total absorption cross section is temperaturedependent, because of the dependence of sfn on the initial
vibrational state v and thermal excitation of each vibrational
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states. The total absorption cross section at temperature T is
given by
stotal ðT Þ ¼

X
f ;n



En
=Qvib ðT Þ;
sf n exp
kB T

ð3Þ

where Qvib(T) is the partition function of the vibrations in the
ground electronic state, and En is the vibrational energy of the
vibrational state n. The present calculation for the total
absorption cross section of N2O includes excitation from the
ground electronic state to two excited states, 2A0 (1D) and
1A00 (1S), and all vibrational states that are significantly
populated with energy not more than 1500 cm1 above the
zero-point energy. It involves the ground state, the first
excited state of NO stretching, and the first and second
excited states of the N2O bending. Since the N2O is linear in
the electronic ground state, this bending vibration is doubly
degenerate, as discussed in by Prakash et al. [2005].
2.2. Potential Energy
[9] The best currently available potential energy and
transition dipole moment surfaces appear to be those of
Daud et al. [2005] However, these surfaces are given in
terms of mass-dependent Jacobi coordinates with a fixed
NN distance. The present treatment of the potential energy
surfaces includes varying the NN distance by expanding it
to second-order in terms of a displacement of the equilibrium NN distance of both electronic ground and excited
states. The details of the potential difference used in
equation (1b) are given in Appendix A.
2.3. Fractionation
[10] The expression for the photodissociation rate at
energy hw in equation (1a) depends upon three factors:
the total absorption cross section stotal(w) in equation (3),
the photon flux, and the quantum yield of the photodissociation. The fractionation (w) of one isotopomer relative to
another due to a direct photodissociation reaction can be
defined as the ratio of photodissociation rates. When the
upper state is dissociative, the quantum yield equals unity
for all the isotopomers. The fractionation then is expressed
in terms of the ratio of total absorption cross sections,
ðwÞ ¼

s0total ðwÞ
 1  1000 0=00 :
stotal ðwÞ

ð4Þ

3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Absorption Cross Section
[11] In the present treatment the potential difference
between the ground and excited states in equation (1b)
includes all vibrational modes of N2O in the calculation. A
harmonic approximation is used in the NN stretching mode,
which was fixed in the best currently available potential
[Daud et al., 2005]. The N2 vibration is expected to be a
spectator [Hanisco and Kummel, 1993; Neyer et al., 1999]
as far as the initial and final NN stretching state are
concerned. The NN stretching mode is also expected to
cause only a small change in the transition dipole moment
of the N2O molecule. In the excited state, there is never-
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Figure 1. The calculated absorption cross section with
(black) and without (gray) the NN stretching mode at 298 K.
theless a transient distortion of the NN coordinate because
of the difference in Vf (R) and Vi(R) in this coordinate.
Using an approximate method for introducing this distortion
in Appendix A, there results a significant broadening effect
in the absorption cross section, as shown in Figure 1. In this
formalism, the NN stretching mode thus gives a broadening
effect on the absorption cross section. The stored vibrational
energy at the moment of excitation is relaxed to other modes

Figure 2. Absorption cross section of 14N14N16O. The
black line is the current calculation result. The gray dashed
line is the calculation result obtained by our previous
formula [Prakash et al., 2005], but without using any
broadening factor. Both calculation results are rescaled and
shifted to overlap their maximum absorption cross section at
55000 cm1.
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Figure 3. Fractionation of 456 calculated at 233 and 283 K.
later. The same Frank-Condon assumption was also used in
the very accurate ionization-energy calculations in various
molecules [Cheng et al., 1997; Eberhard et al., 1998],
where it gives excellent results for the comparison of theory
and experiment, now between vibrationally bound states.
However, more detailed theoretical and experimental studies are necessary to test this assumption.
[12] The most important spectral region where isotopic
fractionation studies of N2O have been reported is the longwavelength side of the absorption maximum (180 nm to
220 nm). The calculated absorption cross section of the
most abundant isotopomer, 446 (i.e., 14N14N16O), is compared with experiments [Yoshino et al., 1984; von Hessberg
et al., 2004] in Figure 2, where the result calculated by our
previous formula [Prakash et al., 2005], but without their
broadening factor, is also shown. The calculated properties
needed to obtain the absorption cross section are provided
in the Appendix C. In the comparison with the experimental
spectrum, the calculated peak is red shifted by 1100 cm1
and rescaled by a factor of 0.69. The need for the shift arises
from a small error in the difference between the energy of
ground and excited electronic states from the ab initio
calculations. Such differences are indeed expected. A
rescaling in height is also expected since the ab initio
calculation of the transition dipole moment ~
mfi is expected
to have some errors [Borges, 2006; Daud et al., 2005].
However, the rescaled factor at the absorption maximum
has no effect on the isotopic fractionations since the factor
cancels in equation (4). The total absorption cross sections
for other isotopomers are calculated similarly with the same
shift in the peak position as that for 446, since the energy
difference between potential energy surfaces is independent
of isotopic substitution. The red shifted value at the absorption maximum also has a minor red-shifted effect on the
isotope fractionations.
[13] The agreement of calculated and measured absorption cross sections in Figure 2 is seen to be good on the
long-wavelength side of absorption maximum, the region of
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Figure 4. Fractionation of 556 calculated at 233 and 283 K.
most interest. In the short-wavelength side of the absorption
spectrum the experimental result has larger cross section
than the calculated. A difference is probably due to the
presence of electronic excited states of N2O higher than 2A0
and 1A00, and perhaps due to the long tail in the cross section
that involves the vibrationally excited NN stretching mode
in the excited N2O. Although that mechanism may broaden
the absorption cross section at higher energy, it has little
effect for the fractionation at the energies of conventional
interest since there is less than 2% of products with the
vibrationally excited N2, Hanisco and Kummel [1993], and
Neyer et al. [1999] both at 200 nm, where the fractionations are of interests.
3.2. Wavelength-Dependent Fractionation
[14] The calculated wavelength-dependent fractionation
of isotopomers 456, 556, and 546 relative to the most
abundant isotopomer 446 are shown in Figures 3– 5. The
calculated values of 456 and 556 agree well with experimental data [Zhang et al., 2000; Turatti et al., 2000;
Röckmann et al., 2000, 2001; Kaiser et al., 2003; von
Hessberg et al., 2004]. The values of 546 are not so good.
Although the calculated fractionation 546 in Figure 5
is higher than the experimental result obtained by von
Hessberg et al. [2004] at the long-wavelength region, our
result is still comparable with the result observed by Turatti
et al. [2000]. However, Johnson et al. [2001], using a
completely different model (Hermite propagation method),
obtained a fractionation 546 similar to ours. A more detailed
theoretical study is necessary to see whether the discrepancy
may be due to anharmonicity: the middle atom in 546 is the
lightest and becomes the most susceptible to anharmonic
effect (larger amplitude).
[15] Comparison with other ab initio values was given in
part 1. Since the present calculations neglect the weak
structure of the absorption cross section, the calculated
fractionation is an averaged curve for comparison with the
mean of the experiments. Compared with the previous paper
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[Prakash et al., 2005], the current results agree better with
experiments and now contain no ad hoc broadening factor is
used. This improvement in the results over part 1 is
expected since the current treatment includes some distortion effect of the NN stretching and also has a physically
more understandable expression, equation (1a) and (1b), for
the fractionation.
[16] The calculated fractionations 447 and 448 relative to
446 at 283 K is given in Figure 6. The agreement is very good
[Turatti et al., 2000; Röckmann et al., 2000, 2001; Kaiser et
al., 2003]. Compared with fractionation of isotopomers, the
sensitivity of the calculated fractionation to changes in the
wavelength is 556 > 456 > 448 > 447  546. This trend is
similar to the difference of the vibrational frequency of the
bending mode between 446 and the respective isotopomers
since the electronic excitation from the ground state to the
excited state is forbidden for a linear N2O. This transition is
allowed only when the molecule is bent. In the experiments
[Zhang et al., 2000; Turatti et al., 2000; Röckmann et al.,
2000, 2001; Kaiser et al., 2003; von Hessberg et al., 2004]
the order is 556 > 456 > 448  546 > 447.
[17] All Figures 3 – 6 show a convex curve where the
slope of wavelength-dependent fractionation decrease in the
high-energy region. This result is different from that
obtained by the empirical ZPE model [Yung and Miller,
1997], which predicts a straight line, because the model
assumes that the slope of the absorption cross section is
preserved upon isotope substitution. However, comparing
the intensity factors, defined as the integral of the product of
the vibrational probability function and the square of
transition dipole moment, between 446 and various isotopomers, the factors have only a slight dependence on
isotopomers (cf. Table 1). This dependence also should be
important in the near leveling-off effect in the fractionation
near the peak region of the absorption cross section. A
similar calculational result is also discussed by Johnson et
al. [2001]. (The intensity factor in the work by Johnson et
al. [2001] is slightly different from ours.)

Figure 5. Fractionation of 546 calculated at 233 and 283 K.
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Figure 6. Fractionation of (a) 447 and (b) 448. The calculated values are at 283 K.
[18] There is a mass-dependent fractionation of oxygen
isotopes in the current model, that is the same as the
previous one [Prakash et al., 2005; Prakash and Marcus,
2005]. This model also gives a mass-dependent fractionation in nitrogen fractionation, which is discussed elsewhere
(W.-C. Chen and R. A. Marcus, Slopes in three-isotope
plots of fractionation in photolysis of N2O: A theory with
reduced-mass approach, manuscript in preparation, 2008).
The mass-dependent heavy oxygen isotope enrichment of
residual N2O is also measured by Johnston et al. [1995].
The observation of anomalous mass effect of N2O in
troposphere and lower stratosphere [Cliff and Thiemens,
1997; Cliff et al., 1999; Röckmann et al., 2001] is due to
other chemical reactions, as discussed by McLinden et al.
[2003] using a global model.
3.3. Excited Electronic States
[19] There are two potential energy surfaces (2A0 and
1A00) included in these calculations. The 1A00 state has a
minor contribution in the calculation of absorption cross
section since the peak intensity of the 1A00 state is smaller
than that of the 2A0 state by a factor of 100. The intensity
factor of various vibrational states of the isotopomer 446 is
shown in Table 1. This difference in intensity is similar to
that found in the time-dependent calculation by Daud et al.
[2005]. It also has a very minor contribution (<2 per mil) to
the fractionation of all isotopomers. Since the effect of the
1A00 state is very small, we do not show the results in figures.

4. Conclusions
[20] The absorption cross section of 446 calculated using
a computationally simple time-independent treatment with
small adjustments for the position of the peak and its
amplitude is in reasonable agreement with the broad envelope of the cross section in experiments. (Compared with

the wave packet propagation method, the current method
requires less computational resources. Both methods depend
heavily on accurate transition dipole moment and potential
energy surfaces of the electronic ground and excited states,
which is not a simple task.) The required computations are
similar to that in our previous treatment [Prakash et al.,
2005] but there are several improvements in the calculations, including the effect of NN stretching and avoiding the
need for an empirical broadening parameter. There is a
reasonable agreement in the wavelength-dependent fractionations of the isotopomers. The 2A0 excited state dominates
both the absorption cross section and fractionation in the
N2O photodissociation.
Table 1. Intensity Factors of 446 in the Various Vibrational States
and the Ratio of Intensity Factors Between 446 and Other
Isotopomersa
000

001

002

010

446
447/446
448/446
456/446
546/446
556/446

7.561
0.9934
0.9880
0.9708
0.9923
0.9637

2A0
16.58b
0.9949
0.9903
0.9760
0.9939
0.9702

24.41c
0.9954
0.9915
0.9788
0.9944
0.9739

8.1493
0.9923
0.9858
0.9714
0.9895
0.9614

446
447/446
448/446
456/446
546/446
556/446

0.08755
0.9831
0.9684
0.9710
0.9948
0.9662

1A00
0.1489b
0.9848
0.9713
0.9764
0.9963
0.9727

0.1787c
0.9856
0.9729
0.9813
0.9973
0.9788

0.1760
0.9866
0.9746
0.9833
0.9764
0.9598

a
The vibrational quantum states are denoted as a three-digit number, such
as 001, in which the digits indicate the vibrational quantum number of n 1,
n 2, and n 3, respectively. The vibrational frequencies of various isotopomers
are listed in Table 2. The unit of intensity factors is 103 (atomic unit)2.
b
An average value of two degenerate vibrational states.
c
An average value of three degenerate vibrational states.
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[21] The current method is useful for studying isotopic
fractionation in direct photodissociation systems when accurate transition moment and potential energy surfaces are
available. However, other interesting photodissociation
reactions, such as ozone, CO2, and OCS, have a trapped
state before dissociation or involve more than one excited
states in the photodissociation process. In order to study
these more complicated photodissociation, further developments on the current theory are required. When the quantum
yield for dissociation is close to unity, then it is possible that
the present method can be adapted to these other systems.

Appendix A:

Potential Energy Difference

[22] The potential difference in equation (1b) is expanded
as
i
1 h
2
Vf ðGÞ þ kN2 ðrNN  rD Þ2 rD
2
1
1
2
2
 Vi ðGÞ  kNN;NN rNN
 kNO;NO rNO
 kNN;NO rNN rNO ;
2
2
ðA1Þ

Vf ðRÞ  Vi ðRÞ

where rNN and rNO are the displacement of the NN and NO
distances, respectively, from the equilibrium at the electronic ground state, and rD is the difference in the equilibrium
NN distance between N2 and N2O. Because in the excited
state the N2 formed a triple bond, and the NO coordinate is a
strongly repulsive one, the force constant corresponding to
the cross terms of rNN and rNO is assumed to be small
compared with these two dominate coordinates on the
excited state potential energy surfaces. A further detailed
0

1
1
B mN1 þ mN2
B
B
1
B
G¼B
mN2
B
B
@
0

P
where 2i¼1 Lj,iqi are abbreviated as Lj,iqi, and Li,j and L1
i,j
are the (ith, jth) elements of the matrices L and L1,
respectively.
[23] A treatment of the NN distance contribution to the
vibration is in one sense different from that of the NO
coordinate. Unlike the NO coordinate it is not a dissociative
one. However, because of the difference in the NN contribution to the two potential energy functions Vf and Vi in the
two electronic states, and the coupling of the motion to the
NO coordinate, the NN coordinate is not a bystander, even
though the product is formed primarily in the N2 ground
vibrational state, and N2O is a almost entirely in the lowest
NN stretching vibrational state before illumination. For
simplicity, we have used the simple Frank-Condon assumption given above and used successfully earlier by Cheng et
al. [1997] and Eberhard et al. [1998] in the studies of the
vertical ionization energy (rather than an absorption spectrum). The molecules studied in the neutral and cation state
have the same chemical formula (except for the charge of
the state), although their equilibrium geometries are slightly
different. However, ultimately the model should be compared with more rigorous treatment. The present method
recognizes a distortion that occurs in the NN vibration, due
to differences in Vf (R) and Vi(R) for that coordinate, and so
by this distortion transiently stores energy in that coordinate
and so broadens the absorption spectrum.

Appendix B: G and F Matrices
[24] The G and F matrices of N1N2O are defined as
[Wilson et al., 1955]

1
mN2

1

0

1
1
þ
mN2 mO
0

0
1
1
 eq 2 þ
mN2
mN1 rNN

calculation about this coupling on the excited potential
energy surface is needed to validate this assumption. In
equation (A1), G has the same meaning as R, but with the
displacement coordinate rNN = 0; The integration in
equation (1a) is more easily performed in normal coordinates. The relation between internal and normal coordinates
satisfies R = LQ, where L is a matrix composed of
eigenvectors of the GF matrix [Wilson et al., 1955]. The G
and F matrices of N2O are given in Appendix B. The
potential difference is rewritten as
Vf ðRÞ  Vi ðRÞ ¼ Vf ðQÞ  Vi ðQÞ

 1 h
2 2 i
Vf 0; L2;i qi ; L3;3 q3 þ kN2 L1;i qi  rD rD
2
2

 1 2 2
 Vi 0; L2;i qi ; L3;3 q3  w1 q1  L1
1;2 L2;i qi
2
2
1 2 2
1
 w2 q2  L2;2 L2;i qi
;
2
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1
eq
rNN

þ

1
eq
rNO

2

þ

1
 eq 2
mO rNO

0

C
C
C
C
C;
C
C
A

kNN;NN
F ¼ @ kNN;NO
0

ðB1Þ

kNN;NO
kNO;NO
0

1
0
0 A:
kq;q

ðB2Þ

The mass of each isotope are available from Lide [2004].
The equilibrium NN and NO distance for N2O is 1.1273 and
1.1851 Å, respectively, which are obtained experimentally
by Teffo and Chédin [1989]. The force constants of the F
matrix are given in Appendix C. The L matrix is obtained
by solving the eigenvectors of the GF matrix.

Appendix C: Properties of Isotopomers

ðA2Þ

[25] This appendix provides the parameters used for
obtaining the absorption cross section of various isotopomers. The mass of each isotope are available from Lide
[2004]. The equilibrium bond length for N2 is 1.09768 Å
(http://webbook.nist.gov/cgi/cbook.cgi?Formula=n2&
NoIon=on&Units=SI&cDI=on). The force constant in the
ground state kN2 is 22.948 aJ/Å2. The force constants for
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Table A1. Calculated and Experimental Normal-Mode Frequencies of Various Isotopomersa
446
447
448
456
546
556

1

b
expt.
1

2

c
expt.
2

3

d
expt.
3

2224.424
2221.012
2218.085
2176.677
2201.880
2153.347

2223.757
2220.074
2216.711
2177.657
2201.605
2154.726

1286.003
1263.532
1243.136
1284.090
1269.392
1267.940

1284.903
1264.704
1246.885
1280.354
1269.892
1265.334

588.729
586.264
584.074
575.272
585.225
571.685

588.768
586.362
584.225
575.434
585.312
571.894

a

Unit is cm 1.
Toth [1986].
c
Amiot [1976] and Jolma et al. [1983].
d
Toth [1987].
b

N2O are kNN,NN = 17.655 aJ/Å2; kNO,NO = 11.559 aJ/Å2;
kNN,NO = 1.260 aJ/Å2; and kq,q = 0.649 aJ/rad2 [Csaszar,
1994]. The force constants are calculated by fitting the
experimental vibrational frequencies of various N2O isotopomers. The difference between calculated and experimental frequencies, as shown in Table A1, are smaller than
±3.7 cm 1 in the two stretching modes and ±0.3 cm 1 in the
bending mode. The force constants used in the present work
are slightly different from the experimental values obtained
by Teffo and Chédin [1989], used in our previous work
[Prakash et al., 2005].
[26] Acknowledgment. It is a pleasure to acknowledge the support of
this research by the National Science Foundation.
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